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By Katie Hunt

HONG KONG (MNI) - Watch out, Hong Kong. London is pushing to become a leading centre for
trade in the Chinese currency, and it's gaining traction, with CNY109 billion already held in its
bank accounts.

The City has also cornered a quarter of foreign exchange trading activity in the yuan and last
month, HSBC listed the first yuan-denominated bond in London with similar deals are expected
from both UK and Chinese companies.

But analysts caution that London is still in the early stages of development as a yuan trading hub,
and without direct access to settlement and clearing, its role is likely to remain limited, for now at
least.

"At this stage, we see London's initiatives as complementary to the expansion of Hong Kong's
development as the main offshore RMB center," said Steve Wang and Wu Qiong at Bank of China
International.

London's rationale is clear. It is keen to boost trade with China at time when the US and European
economies are still struggling and the City is angling for new avenues of business.

Beijing, meanwhile, has in recent months embarked on a renewed push to internationalise its
currency as it seeks to position the yuan as an alternative to the dollar in the global financial
system.

As such, "it makes sense to promote a new offshore centre, located in a different time zone to
Hong Kong, which would appeal to businesses in Europe," said Dariusz Kowalczyk, senior
economist at Credit Agricole in Hong Kong.

London has already made strides in terms of market activity and boasts modest holdings of yuan
deposits, according to a new report by the City of London Corporation.

"London's strength is its institutional investor base; it is anticipated that as corporate and
institutional deposits grow, so too will the liquidity of the London market," the report said.

Spot trading in offshore renminbi in London totalled $680 million a day in 2011, up 80% from
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2010, and is estimated to be 26% of the global total. Trade in non-deliverable forwards and
options is also considerable given the yuan's non-convertible status.

London's banks also hold more than CNY109 billion worth of deposits, with CNY35 billion
estimated to be held in customer accounts. The remainder are made up of institutional and
interbank deposits -- held by one bank on behalf of another.

Of the customer accounts, the majority of yuan was deposited by corporates (CNY31 billion),
most likely importers and exporters, with yuan retail banking services still relatively limited.

"While CNY35 billion of deposits is not a big number, the emergence of another CNH (offshore
yuan) liquidity pool outside Hong Kong is significant," said Kelvin Lau at Standard Chartered.

"It not only illustrates London's inherent strength as an international financial centre and its
geographical and time-zone advantages in serving Western customers; more importantly it reflects
growing CNH demand on an international scale."

However, London's bid to take its slice of the growing yuan pie is likely to be constrained by two
factors.

Firstly, despite the increasing pool of yuan deposits, London still lacks a natural customer base for
yuan products such as dim sum bonds.

Unlike Hong Kong, where businesses have close links with China, many European companies are
still nervous about making and receiving payments in the yuan.

And retail investors or individual savers in the UK have less incentive to hold the yuan compared
with in Hong Kong, where the yuan is an accepted method of payment and mainland China a short
bus or train ride away.

Appetite for yuan products is likely to be higher among the London's army of institutional
investors - HSBC's flagship bond issue was targeted at European investors and said to be two
times oversubscribed.

However, waning expectations for appreciation in China's currency - the key draw for early
investors in the dim sum bond market - may diminish the market's appeal.

Furthermore, many dim sum bond issues, particularly from Chinese companies, are not rated by
mainstream credit ratings agencies and are not included in major bond indexes. This has been less
of a problem for Hong Kong-based institutions, who often have China-based teams to assess credit
risk, but may pose more of a problem for London-based investors.

The second obstacle is London's lack of direct access to settlement and clearing - only Hong Kong
and Macau have clearing banks outside of mainland China.

London is hoping to bridge this gap through an extension of the operating hours of Hong Kong's
real time renminbi settlement system. The Hong Kong Monetary Authority said that by the end of
June the system will be open for 15 hours a day, from 8.30 am until 11.30 pm.

However, London may only need to rely on Hong Kong's market infrastructure temporarily.
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The People's Bank of China confirmed in April that Shanghai is building a new yuan settlement
and clearing platform, that would allow international banks to connect directly with participating
onshore banks.

Known as the China International Payment System and expected to be up and running by 2015, it
will provide an alternative to Hong Kong for yuan to enter and exit mainland China and establish
Shanghai as a centre for offshore trade in the Chinese currency.

According to Woon Khien Chia, emerging markets strategist at Royal Bank Of Scotland in
Singapore, this step has the potential to marginalise Hong Kong and may ultimately advance
"London as the more strategic long-term partner for China to promote the global yuan franchise".
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